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Location 
Claverton Down, Bath

Sector 

Education

Collections 
Amtico Signature 

Amtico Spacia 

Amtico Carpet 

Amtico Entryway

Products 
Chroma Blue, Lime Washed Wood, Ink 

Wash Wood, Pearl Wash Wood, Kura 

Anise, Kura Kula, Kura Caraway, Kura 

Cassia, Ceramic Sable, Ceramic Ecru, 

Cable Denim, and Ruffian Tan Tetons.

 
↗

Featured 
Basket Weave in Lime Washed Wood

Project
Polden Student 
Accommodation,  
University of Bath



The University of Bath designed its 
Polden complex with its postgraduate 
students in mind. Located on the 
west side of the university campus 
in Claverton Down, Bath, Polden 
consists of two accommodation 
blocks featuring a collective 293 
modern en-suite bedrooms. 

The university called on the design expertise of Bristol-based  

architecture and design practice, Stride Treglown, to create  

the complex. After working with the university to undertake 

a workshop with postgraduate alumni, Stride Treglown 

delivered a modern, animated and durable design, featuring 

a variety of Amtico LVT and carpet products. 

Creating a link

The rooms are divided into 37 flats, 

which are organised into pairs with 

a shared kitchen, diner and flexible 

social space. Ceramic Sable and 

Ceramic Ecru stone-effect Luxury 

Vinyl Tiles (LVT) from the Amtico 

Spacia collection were chosen for the 

corridors, bedrooms and kitchen areas. 

The flexible social spaces, which 

receive heavy footfall, feature products 

from Amtico’s durable Signature 

collection; a range which boasts a 

1mm wear layer. Tapestry, a pre-set 

colour and pattern combination 

from the Designers’ Choice 

collection, was selected to create 

feature areas within the spaces.

Multifunctional spaces

The two Polden accommodation 

blocks are arranged around a 

landscaped courtyard, with nearby 

facilities for students including 

a café, communal study spaces, 

laundry drying rooms, cycle storage 

and accommodation offices.  

The Polden café features Signature 

Lime Washed Wood LVT in a Basket 

Weave laying pattern, while the 

nearby accommodation offices are 

adorned with a stylish blend of Inscribe 

Cable Denim from the Amtico Carpet 

collection and Signature Chroma 

Blue LVT in an Arrow laying pattern.



Laying patterns 
Large Parquet   

This timeless, eye-catching 

design was utilised across 

the accommodation office to 

celebrate the varied beauty 

of the shades of Woods 

used, while still providing a 

modern, contemporary feel. 

The pattern helps maintain a 

strong visual identity, as well 

as allow a seamless transition 

between different areas.

Laying patterns 
Basket Weave   

This is a pattern with 

depth. The beauty 

of directional grains 

shine through in single 

coloured woods.

Laying patterns 
Arrow   

A striking and 

confident geometric 

pattern with shifting 

rows of parallelogram 

tiles, Arrow’s precise 

beauty is a stunning 

example of Amtico’s 

advanced cutting 

capabilities.

Ink Wash Wood
AR0W8230

Pearl Wash Wood
AR0W8220

Lime Washed Wood
AR0W7660

Chroma Blue
AR0ACH99

Large Parquet 
EP113

Basket Weave 
EP101

Arrow 
EP160

A unique palette of colours 
and shapes to create 
inspiring flooring design.

217
Products

23
Signature  
Laying 
Patterns

3
Ways to  
Specify

This sophisticated collection combines 
original palettes, distinctive patterns 
and stunning details. The design-led, 
high-performance LVT products have 
a total thickness of 2.5mm and a 1mm 
wear layer. Signature Products also 
carry a 20-year warranty.



Designers’ Choice   

Designers’ Choice is a collection 

of beautiful floor designs created 

by the Amtico in-house design 

team. The collection includes an 

eye-catching selection of more 

than 100 predefined, ready-to-use 

product combinations across 20 

laying patterns.

Tapestry DC164   

Utilising a modern Arrow laying 

pattern and incorporating four 

distinct yet perfectly balanced 

hues, Tapestry offers an  

attractive injection of practical 

colour and texture.

Featured in this design

Kura Cassia
AR0SKU41

Kura Kala
AR0SKU31

Kura Caraway
AR0SKU38

Kura Anise
AR0SKU39

↖
Featured 
Kura Kala, Kura Cassia, Kura Caraway and Kura Anise

Arrow 



Acoustic Performance   

The flooring in the 293 bedrooms 

and corridors needed to emphasise 

comfort and create a homely feel 

for the postgraduate students. 

Amtico Spacia in Ceramic Sable 

and Ceramic Ecru were chosen 

to provide quality, longevity and 

reliability in areas of heavy footfall. 

Both were teamed with the Amtico 

Acoustic backing layer, which 

dampens noise transference by up 

to 18dB and provides an extra layer 

of comfort underfoot.

↖
Featured 
Ceramic Sable

Designs used

Ceramic Sable
SS5S3593

Ceramic Ecru
SS5S3592

Designer flooring focused into a hard-
working, streamlined collection, Spacia 
is the answer to the many complex 
needs of commercial projects. Spacia 
products boast a 0.55mm wear layer 
and carry a 10-year warranty.

Creative expression, 
straightforward solution.

104
Products

7
Sizes

3
Ways to  
Specify



Cable Demin 
YDCABLT35367

Inscribe collection   

Inspired by woven herringbone and 

twill patterns, the collection makes 

an enduring style statement. Cable 

Denim, with its luxurious tweed-like 

texture, features woven structures 

which contrast beautifully for 

added depth. Amtico Carpet tiles 

are M1 certified as a low-emission 

building material and supplied with 

a 10-year warranty.

↗
Featured 

Chroma Blue and Cable Denim

Where design meets 
performance.

23
Distinct 
Designs

121
Striking 
Colourways

2
Sizes

Amtico Carpet offers an impactful 
flooring solution alongside excellent fade 
resistance, soil resistance and texture 
retention. These qualities are bolstered 
by a specialised bleach resistant 
technology that resists fade-out bleach 
spills and splashes. Amtico Carpet tiles 
are supplied with a 10-year warranty.



Ruffian Tan Tetons 
EERF008404

Amtico Entryway   

Amtico Entryway matting was 

installed at the office’s entrance. 

The darkly-toned Ruffian Tan 

Tetons carpet welcomes visitors 

while discreetly removing grit 

and moisture from their footwear, 

protecting the LVT inside. 

Tough, resilient and 
protective entry matting.

18
Products

6
Designs

2
Sizes

Amtico Entryway offers hardworking 
functionality and understated style for 
busy lobbies and entrances. Entryway 
products feature reinforced scraper 
fibres to remove grit and moisture, 
and carry a 10-year warranty.

↗
Featured 

Ruffian Tan Tetons

Background 
Ceramic Sable and Ceramic Ecru



Mel Gaskins
Architect 
Stride Treglown

Bold statements. 
Big ideas. 
What our clients say.

“Amtico is a favourite 
of the university, due to 
its quality and ease of 
maintenance; it is used 
throughout the campus. 

As designers, we found 
Amtico’s range really 
encouraging; the designs 
were exactly what we were 
looking for to give that 
contemporary edge and 
they allowed us to animate 
the social spaces and give 
the desired modern feel.”



Hard surface Amtico Standards

  Glue Down LVT Wear layer Acoustic  
option

Warranty  
(years)

Total  
products

Total  
sizes

A unique palette of colours and shapes to create inspiring flooring design. 1 mm 20 217 13

Safety flooring with design sophistication. 1 mm 20 36 11

Design-led flooring with natural textures. 0.7 mm 12 28 5

Simple, accessible design-led flooring solutions. 0.55 mm 10 104 7

Slip-resistant tiles and planks with unrivalled design clarity. 0.55 mm 10 16 2

Light commercial flooring with all the benefits of Amtico. 0.3 mm 7 36 4

  Loose Lay LVT Wear layer Acoustic  
option

Warranty  
(years)

Total  
products

Total  
sizes

Loose lay flooring that’s quick to install. 0.55 mm 10 43 2

Easy-fit click flooring with a rigid core. 0.55 mm 20 22 2

Specialist

  Glue Down Wear layer Acoustic  
option

Warranty  
(years)

Total  
products

Total  
sizes

PVC-free flooring with unrivalled performance. 0.55 mm 10 20 4

Soft surface

  Tile Pile thickness Fibre Warranty  
(years)

Total  
products

Total  
sizes

High-performance carpet tiles that integrate with our LVT collections. 2.6 - 4.3 mm 6,6 nylon and  
polyamide 10 121 2

Tough, resistant entrance tiles that protect your Amtico floor. 4.2-5.4 mm 6,6 and solution  
dyed nylon 10 18 1

Collection Overview

Our ethos is to combine creativity and innovation  
with the highest levels of quality – design,  
manufacturing, product and service.

For full collection details visit amtico.com  
or request our collection brochures.

All Amtico LVT products and Amtico Cirro comply 
with Indoor Air Comfort Gold version 6.0 and are 
certified as low emissions products contributing to 
a healthy indoor environment.

Originating in Germany, The Blue Angel is a 
long-established standard for environmentally 
friendly products and services. In order to meet the 
criteria, Amtico Cirro’s whole life cycle has been 
independently verified as safe for the environment.

All Amtico LVTs (excluding Spacia 36+ and 
Signature 36+), Amtico Cirro and Amtico Carpet is 
certified as a low emissions building material by the 
Building Information Foundation RTS.

The Amtico Cirro range is comparable to Green 
Guide generic element 821570049 which has a 
rating of A residential and A+ educational. It is 
also comparable to Green Guide generic element 
821570060 with a rating of A commercial and A+  
for health and retail.

Samples and support

We offer expert support worldwide with a free online global 
supply service for samples. Full size samples  
are available from your Area Sales Manager.



amtico.com

Amtico UK  
& European Sales

+44 (0) 121 745 0800
samples@amtico.com

Amtico Head Office

+44 (0) 24 7686 1400
samples@amtico.com
 
Amtico International 
Germany
+49 (0) 2131 359 16 0
info@amtico.de 
 

Amtico International  
France
+33 (0) 1 55 38 95 70
info@amtico.fr

Amtico International  
Scandinavia

+46 (0) 8 584 233 24
info@amtico.se

Amtico International 
Australia & New Zealand

+61 (0) 4777 08418
australia.orders@amtico.com

Amtico International 
Asia

+852 2327 7703
samples@amtico.com

Amtico International  
Middle East, Africa & India

+971 (0) 50 192 33 46
samples@amtico.com




